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he very existence of the union is in 
imminent danger our national existence

safety of all; our...safety
mutual
is evident

diversity of prejudices and supposed 
interests; personal interests

interest or interests (4x in 
cover letter) 
rights
prosperity

in a work of such magnitude

the magnitude of the 
sacrifice; inferiour 
magnitude

in consequence of; degradation of 
our national character and 
consequence the consequences

into society
most ardent wish

MAKES SENSE THAT HAMILTON 
MADE NO REFERENCE TO 
AMITY AS NO MAJOR 
COMPROMISES YET REACHED

spirit of amity and of that 
mutal deference
liberty

the object was worthy of an 
experiment; the direct object of which 
is the abridgement of their own 
power the object be obtained

happiness
must depend

these considerations; do not seem to 
admit of doubt; occasioned no doubt, will doubtless consider
 local views our view

political situation 
(situation 2x in cover 
letter)

these evils are so obvious It is obviously
to be expected

so serious a posture 
seriously and deeply 
impressed on our mind



any body of men; a body specially 
appointed; an established body; a 
body to whose councils America has, 
in a great measure, entrusted its 
future fate body of men

on points
necessary to render it adequate; to 
support those establishments which 
are necessary to the public 
tranquillity; the necessary powers

Hence the necessity of a 
different organziation

facts and circumstances
situations and 
circumstances

he general sense of America true American

calculated to impress the people
deeply impressed on our 
minds

parties unfriendly to the measures of the unionfriends of our country
that country so dear to us 
all
perhaps (2x)

will frustrate the hope we hope
general stagnation of commerce commerce
own power; destitute of the necessary powerspower
these considerations consideration

long seen
MAKES SENSE THAT HAMILTON 
MADE NO REFERENCE TO 
AMITY AS NO MAJOR 
COMPROMISES YET REACHED

mutual deference and 
concession

necessary to render it adequate; re 
necessary to the public tranquillity; of 
the necessary powers the necessity of


